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Respecting the Cultural Dimension: Intelligence and Africa
Theme: US policymakers are more likely to identify appropriate ends and select
feasible ways in pursuing US interests in Africa if they have an appreciation for the
African cultural environment. The success of long-term US military relationships and
complex interventions in Africa particularly is dependent on a sophisticated appreciation
of the unique cultural context. Americans tend to be very ethnocentric and obsessed with
technological collection capabilities: they struggle to see social reality through the
cultural filters of other societies. These tendencies can be serious liabilities in Africa.
Presentation Outline:
Introduction: Why Should We Care?
Basic Intelligence Questions: What Do We Want to Know About Them?
The Concept of Culture: An Essential Intelligence Tool
* Definitions
* Levels of analysis
* Culture, paradigmataand human options
The Obstacles of Our Own Cultural Models
Characteristics of the African Security Environment
* Urban versus Rural
* Low tech
* A multiplicity of actors
* Culturally peculiar expectations of leadership
* Weak impulse control
* Culturally unique basic orientations
* Role of the supernatural
So How Do We Cope?
Concluding Exhortation
Presenter:
Dan Henk, PhD.
Associate Professor
Department of Leadership and Ethics
USAir War College, MaxwellAFB, AL
Phone: (334)-953-1625
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The Cultural Dimension |
Intelligence and Africa
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Crisis Involvements

Sapport to Peace Operafor

MachHe dont't fight war. Terrain doean't
fight wars. Human fight wars. You must get
into the milda of the humsan That's where
the battles are won.
Colonel John R. Boyd
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American Values are Challenged

US Objectives in Africa
-> Expand trafd
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C> Increase denocracy, good governaace ad rcpect or the
rule of law, and hdp strnetkea sadety through education
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Panama City

They know us much better
than we know theml!
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And we are very vulnerable to manipulationt!!
I
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What Are We Interested in
Knowing?
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AGENDA

· Who arm the leadcn ? What are the *tI -»omnaklMig
processet? How are dedieo communckatod and
implcm
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* The Co

te4?

What are they planing to do? When? With what
reoufrcet? With what lkely ffect?
* What nre the orglWl
lzoatliotl
,
ttrunturet
and charcterltic moedt operndi? What are the
trrenltbet ad weakneues?
* What are the local Iweetivc* to behvtio we des)re to
encourage, dislncentive to behavior we want want to
ftop?

tept of Culture

* Our Own Cultural Model; An Obstacle
* Charactgrltitk of the Africn Securfty
Environment
* So How Do We Cope?

G*
ive the local cultural wOntxt, rwhat kaind of

approachels/trattel would be moat effective for u»?
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Culture:
A Slippery Concept
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* Culture is a construct
* It can be defined any way you like

(1f93-1946)
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An Important Reminder:

Whenever I hear the word
"culture".. I release the
safety catch on my pistol,
Heraun Gosrri
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"Components of Culture"

One Way of Looking at It
"Culture" involves everything that human
beings have thought or made and
transmitted across tlme and space.
Culture manifests tself In
patters of artifacts and
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Every Individual Possesses
a "World View"

Personality
(We could call this "idioculture")
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An indvidul's complex assortment
of unique tralt that are stable over
time and across different settings
-TbNhcarC iafluiuted by (among
otier things) genetics gender,
birth order and the natural ad
Ultmirol envlronnment
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So what???

Our Own Cultural Models Are
an Obstacle

* Culture provides an ndividual with a
"window" on realtty
* Culture provide an Individual with models or
templates for behavior
* Personality I profoundly Influenced by culture
* Pattern of collective behavior are culturally
peculiar
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Americans are notoriously indined to
evaluate others by their own cultural models

i
Characteristics of the African
Security Environment

Urban versus Rural

Urban versus Rural
Low Tech
A Multitde of Actors
Expecttions of Leaderstip
- Peronualzation of Power
- Flexibility of Relationships
- Ambiguity to Outsiders
- Patrons asd ClHetr
Weak Impulse Control
Baic Oriertations
Role of the Supernatural
`
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Societies in Transition:
A Plethora of Actors
.
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Diverse Organizations

In Africa
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Infinite Variety
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Individual Traits That Bear on
Effective Leadership in Different Societies
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Ambiguity to Outsiders
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Expectations of Leadership:
Patrons and Clients
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Basic Orientations:

Basic Orientations:

Cultwrally-lnflueaed way of coppg
with the natural and ocial environrent

,.

- Dichotomlsti vemw HolBsti Thinklng
- Time versus Event Oriekstrioh
- Task versu Person Orientation
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Dichotoisic and Holistic Thinking_
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Time and Event Orientations
Time
· Comre for puactiualty
ad unount of tim
expnded

* Carehl slocation of
thnt to eiteve max
within set imits
* Thtly lcbduld, goldirected sctlvtdes
· Reward for treettse
of time
* Empbhu o dates and
bhtory

Event
- Concern for detl of the
event, not time
* xLhastnve pmrstit of
problem until raovcd

*· ReMts prebe sched#les
- Conqpkdng the event I
reward in Itself
- ZtmpLuml on present rather

thLa past or fttre

_

Task and Person Orientation
Task
* Focuses on tasks and
principles
* Finds satisfaction in
achievement of goals
* Seeks friends with
similar goals

Person
* Focuses on persons

Task and Person Orientation
Task
7

and relationships

* Finds satisfaction in
social interaction
* Seeks friends who arc
group-orientcd
Accepts loneliness and * Deplores loneliness;
social deprivation for
sacrifices personal
sakc of peronal
achievements for
achievements
group interaction
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Role of the Supernatural

So How Do We Cope???
- Role of "cultural broker"

- Need to think "outdde own cultural box"
- Capacity to ask the right questions
- Importance of effective cross-cultural
communications

- Don't put all the emphasi on hi-tech collection
.- Har.ka harakhair
haraka,
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Incentives and Disincentives

m

- Not an impossible challenge

- But not to be taken for grantedt!!
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